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Abstract 
Learning by teaching is an established pedagogical tech-
nique; however, the exact process through which learn-
ing happens remains difficult to assess, in part due to the 
variability in the tutor-tutee pairing and interaction. Prior 
research proposed the use of teachable agents acting as 
students, in order to facilitate more controlled studies of the 
learning by teaching phenomenon. In this work, we intro-
duce a learning by teaching platform, Curiosity Notebook, 
which allows students to work individually or in groups to 
teach a conversational agent a classification task in a vari-
ety of subject topics. We conducted a 4-week exploratory 
study with 12 fourth and fifth grade elementary school chil-
dren, who taught a conversational robot how to classify ani-
mals, rocks/minerals and paintings. This paper outlines the 
architecture of our system, describes the lessons learned 
from the study, and contributes design considerations on 
how to design conversational agents and applications for 
learning by teaching scenarios. 
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Figure 1: Learning by Teaching a 
Conversational Robot 

Introduction 
Learning by teaching is a popular and well studied peda-
gogical technique. Research has shown that this technique 
produces the protégé effect [7]—students who are asked to 
teach others learn through the generation of explanations 
and questions, which requires a form of knowledge building 
that is particularly conducive to learning—students synthe-
size and structure materials, become aware of their own 
learning process, and expend more effort to learn. 

Despite extensive research, our understanding of the ex-
act conditions that make learning by teaching effective is 
limited, mostly because there can be high variability in the 
tutor and tutee behaviour. One recommendation, put forth 
by Roscoe in a large survey on tutor learning [19], is to 
“develop teachable agents to test hypotheses about spe-
cific tutor behaviours” by systematically manipulating the 
teachable agent’s question asking behavior (e.g., shallow vs 
deep questions), accuracy (e.g., few vs frequent mistakes), 
and level of prior knowledge (e.g., high vs low). 

In this work, we introduce a learning by teaching web ap-
plication called the Curiosity Notebook that supports learn-
ing by teaching through dialogue. We conducted a 4-week 
exploratory study with 12 fourth and fifth grade elemen-
tary school students teaching a humanoid robot to classify 
objects, to understand how to design a platform that can 
support research on learning by teaching. In summary, our 
work contributes: 

• a configurable learning by teaching platform that enables 
students to teach a virtual, voice-only, or physical robot 
agent, individually or in groups, and on different topics, 

• an outline of design goals that are important for the devel-
opment of group-based learning by teaching platforms, 

• insights from an exploratory study on potential refine-
ments of the design goals. 

Background 
In education research, learning by teaching is closely re-
lated or synonymous to other terms, such as peer tutoring 
(PT), cooperative learning (CL), and peer-assisted learn-
ing (PAL). It is hypothesized that many of the activities 
demanded by teaching—e.g., explaining [23], question-
ing [9], assessment and feedback [15]—require reflective 
knowledge building, where students synthesize, struc-
ture and reflect [19]. Roscoe and Chi [19] proposed that 
teachable agents can serve as an infrastructure for testing 
different hypotheses about tutor behaviour. In computer-
mediated learning applications, agents have mostly served 
as peers [20, 14] or tutors [12, 17], with only a handful of 
systems positioning the agent as a less knowledgeable 
peer that students teach [2, 4]. SimStudent [16] is a sim-
ulated learner used to study student-tutor learning in math-
ematics problem solving. In Betty’s Brain [3, 2], students 
read articles, then teach and quiz a virtual agent (i.e., Betty) 
about causal relationships (e.g., burning fossil fuels in-
creases CO2) in science by manipulating concept maps. 

Other teachable agent research involves physical robots. 
In Tanaka and Matsuzoe [22], young children (age 3-6) 
taught a humanoid robot English words, while simultane-
ously interacting with a human teacher. Later, they [21] also 
investigated how preschool children learn English by teach-
ing Pepper, an adult-size humanoid robot, while receiving 
guidance from a human teacher demonstrating vocabulary-
related gestures on a small screen. Yadollahi et al. [24] de-
veloped a collaborative story reading environment, where 
children (aged 6-7) can correct the robot’s mistakes as 
it reads aloud. In other works [13, 6], children—working 
individually, in pairs and in groups—corrected a robot’s 
handwriting. Finally, Chaffey et al. [5] had older students 
(mean age=20) teach a robot to solve math problems, and 
explored how dyadic stance affects student attitudes. 
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Figure 2: Example of Teaching 
Conversations about Rock 
Classification 

Curiosity Notebook 
Our goal is to create a platform that facilitates student learn-
ing through teaching a conversational agent. Several de-
sign goals guided our development—To facilitate testing 
of hypotheses around learning by teaching, the platform 
should enable systematic modulation of the tutee charac-
teristics hypothesized to be relevant to learning (e.g., types 
of question asked, accuracy), and provide students with 
choices of teaching tasks in order to allow for a quantitative 
characterization of their teaching strategies. To be feasible 
in real-world learning environments, the platform should 
support students teaching individually, in pairs or in larger 
groups, while providing equal access to teaching opportuni-
ties. Finally, to produce generalizable findings, the platform 
should support teaching conversations with agents with dif-
ferent embodiments (e.g., virtual, voice or physical agents) 
and learning tasks that can scale in complexity to different 
age groups (e.g., usable by elementary school and college 
students). These platform features, many of which are be-
yond what is provided by existing learning-by-teaching sys-
tems, enable researchers to ask a wide range of research 
questions about conversational agents within the context of 
diverse collaborative learning scenarios. 

Web Interface 
The Curiosity Notebook provides a web interface that stu-
dents use to read articles and teach a conversational agent 
how to classify objects, e.g., classifying paintings as im-
pressionist, cubist, or realist art; animals as mammals, in-
sects, and reptiles; or rocks as metamorphic, igneous or 
sedimentary. We chose classification tasks because they 
can be taught in a structured way—classifying objects in-
volves identifying features and knowing how they map to 
each category. Classification tasks are also amenable to 
machine learning, allowing computational models of learn-
ing to be implemented in the agent [8]. 

Figure 3: Teaching Interface 

The main teaching interface consists of a reading panel 
(left), containing articles about objects (e.g., “The Gulf 
Stream” by Homer) belonging to different categories (e.g., 
realist paintings). Interactive functions allow students to 
highlight sentences to teach the agent. A chat window (bot-
tom right), which can made visible or hidden for voice-only 
agents or physical robots, is used by the student teachers 
to converse with the agent. The state of the agent’s learning 
is represented by knowledge bubbles (top right), each rep-
resenting a feature that is relevant for the classification task 
at hand. For example, a feature relevant for distinguishing 
mammals and reptiles would be whether the animal lays 
eggs. A knowledge bubble gets filled when an agent has 
mastered/learned the associated feature, otherwise it re-
mains empty. 

Design of Teaching Conversation 
The agent begins each teaching conversation by asking the 
students to show it a physical artifact (e.g., “Can you pick 
an animal and tell me its name? I can’t wait to see it!”). Af-
ter selecting an object, the teaching conversation proceeds 
with the agent highlighting one of the knowledge bubbles 
and asking a series of 4 or 5 questions about the corre-
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Figure 4: Testing Interface 

sponding feature. The agent is designed to ask a mix of 
low and high level questions, as inspired by classification 
schemes for categorizing questions [18, 11, 10]. Low-level 
thinking questions include questions about features (e.g., 
“What does the skin of mammals look like?”), examples 
(e.g., “Can you give me an example of a cubism painting?”) 
and facts (e.g., “Select a sentence to tell me about frogs 
and how they lay eggs.”) High-level thinking questions in-
clude why questions (e.g., “Why is a snake a reptile?”), syn-
thesis questions (e.g., “Do all reptiles look the same?”), 
and questions that prompt students to repeat/rephrase or 
explain the meaning of a word, e.g., “Can you help me un-
derstand what you just said better?” 

The system automatically generates a variety of questions 
by filling in pre-defined sentence templates with names of 
objects, features and categories that the students are cur-
rently learning about. The questions are sequenced so that 
lower-level thinking questions always precede higher-level 
thinking questions. Some randomness was introduced for 
ordering questions to prevent the conversation from being 
too mechanical. The teachable agent occasionally seeks 
feedback from students about its learning, by asking ques-
tions about its general intelligence (e.g., “Am I smart?”), its 
learning progress (e.g., “Am I learning?”, “Do you think I 
know more now than before?”), or how well it might perform 
if tested (“Will I do well in a test?”). 

After 4-5 rounds of questioning and answering, the knowl-
edge bubble is filled and students are rewarded with con-
fetti on the screen letting them know that the agent has 
“learned” that feature, and the next feature is randomly 
chosen for the student to teach. Between teaching con-
versations, students can also choose to test the agent’s 
knowledge. The testing interface shows a set of images 
representing objects (e.g., images of paintings) to be clas-

sified. Students can click on an image, and the agent will 
attempt to classify it (e.g., saying “I think it is an impres-
sionist painting” or “I don’t know”). The system provides 
corrective feedback—an overlay over each image will show 
a green checkmark if the agent is correct, and a red “x” oth-
erwise. Our teachable agent is currently simulated to learn. 
As the system currently lacks natural language processing 
(NLP), the agent does not understand students’ responses 
to questions, and always pretends to learn what students 
have taught. Initially, the agent is unable to answer any test 
questions correctly; its ability to answer test questions in-
creases with the number of features it has learned (i.e., 
number of completed teaching conversations). 

Coordinated Group-Based Teaching 
Students can teach the agent individually or in groups of 
arbitrary size, and their group placement can be config-
ured by teachers or researchers through an administra-
tive interface. If a student is placed in a group and their 
group members are present, their view of the system is 
synchronized—that is, if one student navigates to another 
interface (e.g., teaching vs testing), all students will be auto-
matically brought to the same screen. 

Agent Embodiment 
Our platform can support virtual, voice-only, as well as 
physical robot agents. To connect to NAO, a separate pro-
gram written in Python (a NAO-supported API) would ping 
the Curiosity Notebook’s database and send messages to 
the robot to speak a sentence or deliver a gesture. This 
setup enables the platform to be connected to any robotic 
platform (e.g., NAO, Pepper) or speakers (e.g., Google 
Home, Alexa) via a script unique to that device. This clean 
separation between the conversational agent’s logic and 
delivery devices also allows us to, in future work, easily test 
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Figure 5: Physical Artifacts for 
Classification 

hypotheses about different embodiments of the conversa-
tional agent and their effects on learning by teaching. 

Exploratory Study 
We conducted a 4-week exploratory study with 12 fourth 
and fifth grade students at a local school. Students (7M/5F) 
participated in the study over 4 weeks. Six of the parents 
reported English as their only primary language at home. 
Two reported another language alongside with English, 
and four indicated the primary language at home is a lan-
guage other than English. On a 5-point scale, participants 
reported moderate amount of experience with computers 
and smartphones (m=3.9, sd=1.2) and little experience with 
robots (m=1.9, sd=1.2). Enrollment was on a first come 
first serve basis. No monetary compensation was provided; 
instead, students were given a “Certified Robot Teacher” 
certificate as a token of appreciation. 

The study was conducted in an after-school club, which ran 
once a week for 1.5 hours each. Four NAO robots were 
used in each session; to personalize the experience, each 
robot has a name tag hung around their neck with a gender-
neutral name (i.e., Alpha, Beta, Gamma and Delta). Stu-
dents formed groups of 3, and taught the robot about a dif-
ferent topic (i.e., animals, rocks, paintings) each week, then 
all topics during the last week. Each student was given a 
chromebook, and sat together with their group members 
facing the robot, which was positioned in a sitting posture 
in front of the students on the table (as shown in Figure 1). 
Each group of students was joined by a student researcher, 
who observed the group and answered questions if issues 
arise with the platform. We provided physical artifacts (Fig-
ure 5) for each classification task, namely animal figurines, 
rocks and minerals, and postcards of different styles of 
paintings from NYC Metropolitan Museum. During the ses-
sion, we piloted a variety of surveys, iteratively re-designed 

the platform, made detailed observations, and interviewed 
students about their learning by teaching experience. We 
report the lessons learned as follows. 

Dimensions of Tutee Characteristics 
During the post-study interview, we asked the students—“Is 
your robot a good student? Why or why not?”—a question 
that gave us a window into what children see as the main 
attributes of a good learner. Students mentioned that the 
agent is a good learner because of its attentiveness (e.g., 
“because it pays very close attention”, “because he/she ... 
sits in one spot and doesn’t get distracted”), curiosity (e.g., 
“because it’s curious”, “because Delta asks questions, just 
like a human student”), and its ability and eagerness to 
learn (e.g., “because he got everything right”, “because 
he’s always ready to learn”). The more negative rationale 
mentions that “talking too much” as the reason for the agent 
for not being a good student. These tutee characteristics 
can be easily parameterized; for example, attentiveness 
can be modulated through eye gaze, talkativeness can be 
modulated by the number of sentences the agent says and 
the length of the sentences, and curiosity can be expressed 
through frequent question asking. 

The extent to which the agent is a “good” student and what 
the agent says can both affect students’ perception of their 
own competence as teachers. The majority of the students 
in our study saw themselves as good teachers. Students 
attributed their success at teaching to not only the learning 
progress of the robot (e.g., “because my robot has learned 
a lot”, “because we got all the bubbles for animals”), but 
also to the positive feedback they received from the robot 
(e.g., “because the robot told me so”, “because Delta al-
ways says good choice”). This suggests that the verbal 
repetoire of the teachable agent should include feedback 
to the students about their teaching. 
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Quantification of Teaching Strategies 
One of our design goals is to capture more objectively the 
teaching strategies of the student teachers, e.g., quanti-
tative data about the students’ teaching vs testing sched-
ule. We observed, for example, that some groups filled as 
many knowledge bubbles as possible before they tested the 
knowledge of their robot; whereas other groups tested the 
robot often, e.g., after each filled bubble. However, our cur-
rent platform limits the tutors’ choice in how they teach—the 
agent controlled the entire sequence of teaching interac-
tions by posing questions for the tutors to answer. Quite a 
number of students expressed a desire to be more proac-
tive in how they teach; specifically, they wanted to be able 
to pose their own questions to the agent. In future work, 
providing a way for students to choose the next teaching 
topic and ask questions that the agent can appear to intel-
ligently answer can help us understand the students’ pro-
cess of teaching and how their process affects learning. 

Complexity of Learning Task and Material 
Over the course of the study, students had the opportu-
nity to experience different topics. When asked which topic 
(animals vs. rocks vs. paintings) they liked the most, the 
responses can be clustered into two groups: (1) students 
who liked teaching a topic because it was easier, because 
they knew more about it, and because they perceived the 
robot to be learning more/better about that topic, and (2) 
students who liked teaching a topic because they knew less 
about it. This observation implies that personality trait (e.g., 
the desire for challenge, growth vs fixed mindset) can criti-
cally affect students’ preferences of topics to teach and how 
much they enjoy the teaching experience. 

Coordination of Group-Based Teaching 
During the initial session, the Curiosity Notebook gave stu-
dents complete freedom to choose what and when to teach 

the robot. This setup was too open ended—students had 
great difficulty narrowing down what content matters and 
dividing the teaching task. Subsequently, the agent was re-
designed to control turn taking—it determines which group 
member is online and active, asks the student who has par-
ticipated the least number of turns to teach next. When a 
student is stuck (e.g., picked a sentence unrelated to what 
the agent is asking about), the agent will also delegate the 
task to the next student, asking him/her to help. 

Overall, the turn taking mechanism enabled multiple stu-
dent groups of different sizes to simultaneously teach dif-
ferent robots in the same classroom. Some students took 
the initiative to offer help to their teammates when it was 
not their turn to teach, while others were impatient at having 
to wait. Interestingly, the amount of attention that the robot 
gives to each student teacher seems to also affect students’ 
perception of their own teaching ability; one student said 
“Student X teaches way better because the robot chooses 
X more.” Together, these observations suggest a more per-
sonalized approach to managing group-based teaching that 
takes into account each student’s ability to work in team 
and his/her unique need for attention from the agent. 

Conclusion 
In this work, we introduce a platform called the Curiosity 
Notebook that allows students to learn by teaching a con-
versational agent. Findings from our exploratory study pro-
vide insights into factors that matter in the design of con-
versational, group-based learning by teaching scenarios. 
Already, the platform has been deployed to study question 
generation [1] and learning by teaching in crowdsourcing 
contexts [8]. Future work involves re-designing the plat-
form to facilitate proactive teaching, personalization based 
on individual and group characteristics, and the use of the 
agent’s internal states to scaffold learning and teaching. 
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